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Many concepts here are adapted from Oxford English Grammar by Sidney Greenbaum 
(Oxford: OUP, 1996). Every statement in this Manual is a generalization, open to 
exceptions and to criticism.  This is not a collection of examples; huge concepts are 
illustrated here by single examples.  The corpus of examples is all around you: the 
English language in use. 

 
Languages 
 
All developmentally-normal humans acquire a native 
language in early childhood, spontaneously. 
 
After childhood, people find it very difficult to learn a new 
language. 
 
All languages are structurally similar. 
 
Languages are not mutually intelligible. 
 
Spoken language precedes written language, both 
historically and developmentally in individuals’ lives.  
 
Spoken language is organic; written language is a 
technology that must be consciously learned.  Only some 
writing systems attempt to represent sounds.  Written 
language is not more correct or authoritative than spoken 
language; it’s just different. 
 
Sign languages are organic, like spoken languages, though 
they do not involve sound.  Sign languages can be acquired 
in childhood without conscious teaching. 
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Dialects, Registers, Rules, Prescription, Description 
 
Languages consist of mutually intelligible dialects. 
 
Dialects characterize regional or ethnic communities. 
 
Like languages themselves, dialects can be either acquired 
or consciously learned. 
 
National languages have standard written and spoken 
dialects.  The standard dialects are taught in schools. 
 
Dialects are not decayed, ignorant, or incorrect forms of 
standard dialects.  They are natural to language and can 
have their own literary traditions. 
 
Within dialects, languages are written and spoken in 
registers, defined by usage appropriate to social situations.  
Martin Joos, in The Five Clocks (1962), identified five 
registers of language: 
 
Frozen (chants, prayers, songs, sayings, clichés) 
 
Formal (for educational, business, legal purposes) 
 
Consultative (involves give & take, the parties meeting 
without context but as equals) 
 
Casual (involves give & take and shared context) 
 
Intimate (family & friends; extremely contextual) 
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All dialects follow rules; different dialects (like different 
languages) follow different rules.   
 
Native and near-native speakers know the rules of their 
dialect and language unconsciously.  Most of our work in 
Structure of Modern English involves bringing into 
consciousness what we unconsciously know about the 
dialect “Standard English,” in formal and consultative 
registers. 
 
Rules that we follow unconsciously are different from rules 
that must be learned.  You may have learned not to “split 
an infinitive,” thus not to say “to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.”  But people do say that.  No-one would 
never say “before go no man boldly where has to gone.”  
 
Rules, then, are of two kinds: those generated by 
describing a dialect, and those generated by prescribing 
what the dialect should consist of. 
 
These rules, as Steven Pinker observed, are analogous to 
the rules of physics and the rules of the road.  Your car 
cannot fly.  It can turn right on red without stopping.  But 
both are against a respective rule. 
 
Language learning consists of consciously studying rules 
that native speakers have acquired unconsciously.  
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Phonology: Consonants 
 
There are two basic ways of making consonants: voiced 
and unvoiced. Voiced consonants involve a vibration of the 
vocal cords that you can feel when you place your hand on 
your throat. Unvoiced consonants involve no vibration of 
the vocal cords. 
 
There are five types of consonants: stops, fricatives, nasals, 
affricates, and semivowels. Nasals and semivowels are 
always voiced; stops, fricatives and affricates can be voiced 
or unvoiced. 
 
Stops are the simplest kind of consonant; you simply stop 
the air coming out of your mouth. You cannot "hold" a 
stop consonant; you simply block and then release the air. 
The stop consonants are distinguished by what part of 
your mouth you use to block the air. 
 
Stopping the air with both lips together produces a bilabial 
(two-lip) stop. The voiced bilabial stop b is the initial 
consonant of bill. The unvoiced bilabial stop p is the initial 
consonant of pill. 
 
Further back in the mouth, we pronounce alveolar stops. 
These are made by placing your tongue against the 
alveolar ridge - the hard ridge in the top of your mouth, 
behind your teeth - and stopping the air there. The voiced 
alveolar stop d is the initial consonant of dill. The 
unvoiced alveolar stop t is the initial consonant of till. 
Still further back are the velar stops. The back of your 
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tongue stops the air at the back of your hard palate. The 
voiced velar stop g is the initial consonant of gill. The 
unvoiced velar stop k is the initial consonant of kill. 
 
Fricatives involve letting the air slide through a narrow 
opening in the mouth. They can be prolonged for some 
time. The air is not completely blocked. 
 
If you make the narrow opening with your bottom lip 
against your top teeth, you are producing a labiodental 
(lip-tooth) fricative. The voiced labiodental fricative v is 
the initial consonant of veer. The unvoiced labiodental 
fricative f is the initial consonant of fear. 
 
If you make that opening with your tongue against your 
top teeth, you produce a dental fricative. The voiced dental 
fricative ð is the initial consonant of though. The unvoiced 
dental fricative θ is the initial consonant of think. 

 
There are voiced and unvoiced alveolar fricatives, just as 
there are alveolar stops (above). The voiced alveolar 
fricative z is the initial consonant of zoo; the unvoiced 
alveolar fricative s is the initial consonant of sue. 
Postalveolar fricatives are made with the tongue 
constricting the air behind the alveolar ridge, almost at the 
top of the roof of the mouth. The voiced postalveolar 
fricative ʒ is the initial sound of the second syllable of 
version. The unvoiced postalveolar fricative ʃ is the initial 
sound of the second syllable of motion. 
 
Glottal fricatives are made by constricting the airflow in 
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the throat. English has an unvoiced glottal fricative h, the 
initial consonant in home.  
 
Nasals involve blocking the mouth completely, holding the 
blockage (instead of releasing it as in a stop consonant), 
and letting the air come out of your nose. All nasals are 
voiced. You can hold and hum them. 
The bilabial nasal m is the initial consonant of might. 
The alveolar nasal n is the initial consonant of night. 
The velar nasal ŋ is never initial in English. It is the final 
consonant of sing. 

 
The affricates are represented in phonetic transcription 
(usually) by double symbols. They begin as stops and slide 
into fricatives, and hence are represented as a stop 
followed by a fricative. Only two affricates are used in most 
dialects of English: a voiced affricate dʒ that is the initial 
consonant in jeer and an unvoiced affricate tʃ that is the 
initial consonant in cheer. 
 
When we make semivowels, we only partially obstruct the 
flow of air. Each semivowel is unique; all are voiced. 
Rounding the lips and then opening them straight up and 
down gives the semivowel w, the initial consonant of weir. 
Flattening and extending the lips and cheeks – almost as if 
smiling – gives the semivowel j, the initial consonant of 
year. Flapping the tongue toward the front and top of the 
mouth, while letting air go around its sides, gives the 
semivowel l, the initial consonant of leer. Rounding the 
lips and then opening them sideways gives the semivowel 
r, the initial consonant of rear. /l/ and /r/ are sometimes 
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called "laterals" because of the sideways motion involved 
in producing them. /w/ and /j/ are sometimes called 
"glides" or "liquids"; they often occur along with vowels--if 
before, as "on-glides," if after, as "off-glides." /l/ and /r/ 
also sound quite different depending on whether they 
come before or after a vowel. 
  
Phonology: Vowels 
 
Vowels are made by opening your mouth and letting air 
come out while your vocal cords vibrate. They're voiced by 
definition. They are the sounds that you sing; listen to 
classical singers and you will notice that they just suggest 
consonants while moving from one vowel (one note) to 
another. 
 
We classify vowels according to a grid of two 
characteristics: whether the lips are more nearly close or 
open, and whether the tongue is more nearly front, central, 
or back in the mouth as the vowel is being produced. 
The front vowels are, going from close to open, the vowels 
in lead i (as in "lead a horse to water"), lid ɪ, laid e, led ɛ, 
lad æ, and lod a (if that were a word . . . it would rhyme 
with how most Americans pronounce prod or sod). 
The central vowels, both of which are middle vowels, are 
the second vowel of bullet ə and the first vowel of Luddite 
ʌ. The second vowel of bullet, the mid-central vowel, is 
often "reduced"; the symbol for it is called schwa. The first 
vowel of Luddite is more heavily stressed. 

 
The back vowels, again going from close to open, are the 
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vowels of lewd u, look ʊ, load o, laud ɔ, and Lawd ɑ (as 
pronounced in a broad stage dialect). The vowel of Lawd is 
close to what your doctor makes you say to get a look at 
the back of your throat, because to make that sound you 
open your mouth and depress your tongue as far as 
possible. 
 
Many vowel sounds in English are diphthongs, vowels that 
begin in one vowel position and move toward another as 
the vowel is articulated. The vowel in laid is actually a 
diphthong, beginning with the "long a" sound and ending a 
bit closer. Starting with the vowel of prod and going up 
much closer gives the diphthong in lied ai. Starting with 
the back vowel of laud and then moving front and near-
close yields the diphthong in Lloyd ɔi. Starting way back 
and open and moving up to a back near-close sound gives 
the diphthong of loud ɑu. The English "long" vowels are 
usually pronounced as diphthongs: the vowels of laid, 
lead, load, and lewd in American speech can be 
considered pure vowels followed by a semivowel "off-
glide" (/ej/, /ij/, /ow/, and /uw/ respectively). 
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Words and word classes 
 
Speakers do not pause between words, or always use 
complete sentences.  Spoken language is a continuous 
phenomenon in time, like music.  Much of our concept of 
words and sentences comes from the written standard 
dialect, where, as you can see, words are divided - and 
sentences are complete, and separately punctuated. 
 
That said, words are not arbitrary in spoken language.  
Words are basic units which speakers recombine into 
different utterances.   
 
A given word may have only a single form, or it may vary 
in form according to how it’s used. 
 
English words fall into several classes.  Words in a given 
class are similar in terms of meaning, syntactic function, 
and form. 
 
Nouns mean the classic “person, place, or thing,” or more 
abstract concepts.  They function as objects, subjects, 
complements, and modifiers; they form the core of noun 
phrases, which also serve as objects, subjects, 
complements, and modifiers.  Nouns inflect for number 
(singular/plural) and possession. 
 
Pronouns, classically, “stand for” nouns.  Their function 
is similar to that of nouns, though they can serve as 
determiners, as in the NP “their function.”  Pronouns 
inflect for number, possession, and object case. 
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Verbs convey action or states of being.  They function as 
the core of sentence predicates, and of verb phrases in 
predicates.  They have a wide range of uses as modifiers 
and adverbials, and even as nominals (noun-like phrases).  
Verbs have a bare form, and inflect for third-person 
singular, past, -ed participle, and –ing participle. 
 
Adjectives tell something about nouns or nominals.  
They function as modifiers and complements; also 
sometimes as nominals.  Adjectives inflect for degree 
(positive, comparative, superlative). 
 
Adverbs tell something about entire sentences.  They 
function as adverbials, and sometimes as modifiers in verb 
phrases.  Adverbs do not inflect. 
 
Prepositions introduce additional phrases to the rest of 
the sentence. Prepositions do not inflect. 
 
Conjunctions link and/or introduce clauses.  The linking 
or coordinating conjunctions are very common: typically 
“and, but, or.”  Subordinating conjunctions introduce 
subordinate clauses: “because” and “although” are the 
most common, but many others are used (some, like “as” 
and “since,” doubling as prepositions). 
 
Determiners introduce noun phrases. Simple 
determiners (“a, the”) do not inflect.   
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Some grammars add other classes, like numerals (which 
share features with adjectives and determiners) or 
interjections.   
 
Nouns, verbs, adjectives are open word classes.  We add 
new ones all the time.  It’s harder to add basic adverbs, but 
quite possible to enlist existing words as adverbs. 
 
The other classes are closed.  It is very difficult to 
introduce a new pronoun, preposition, conjunction, or 
determiner. 
 
Lexicality, morphology, derivation, inflection 
 
Words are more or less lexical: that is, it is harder or easier 
to guess their meaning without simply being told what that 
meaning is.  “Cup,” if you didn’t know the word already, is 
hard; it is a lexical word.  “Cupholder,” if you already know 
“cup” and “hold,” is easy.   
 
All spoken words consist of a series of sounds; written 
English words consist of a series of letters.  The structure 
of simple lexical words can’t be analyzed any further, 
except at the phonetic level (sounds and syllables).  But 
many words, and forms of words, have an internal 
structure that can be analyzed into morphemes: building-
blocks of words.  New open-class words are often formed 
by assembling these morphemes. 
 
“Cupholder” is an example of a basic method of word 
formation, the compound word.  Other interesting, 
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minor methods of word formation include blending 
(“spork”), clipping (“Mac”), acronyms (“laser”), or 
coinage (“googol”).   
 
Derivation is more productive.  Open-class words are 
often created by adding derivational affixes (called prefixes 
if they go before a root word, suffixes if they go after).  So if 
you start with “hold” you can make “holder,” if you start 
with “cupholder,” you can create “mini-cupholder,” 
“cupholderish,” “cupholderly,” “cupholderness,” 
“cupholderesque” …  
 
Inflection is the other way that words exhibit internal 
structure.  As noted above, nouns, pronouns, verbs, and 
adjectives inflect.  English inflection is relatively simple. 
Most nouns have just four forms, and three of them sound 
the same (cup / cups / cup’s / cups’).  Most verbs use the 
same morpheme for the third-person singular as nouns 
use for the plural, setting up the inverse pattern “the cup 
leaks” / “the cups leak.”   
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Canonical Declarative Sentence Types 
 
Standard English has five canonical types of declarative 
sentence. 
 
Transitive: subject – verb - direct object 
“Nick watched the fish.” S-V-DO 
 
Ditransitive: subject – verb - indirect-object – direct 
object 
“Nick gave the grasshoppers some air.” S-V-IO-DO 
 
Object-complement: subject – verb – direct object – 
object-complement 
“The Swedish Academy named Hemingway a Nobel 
Laureate.”  S-V-DO-OC 
 
Intransitive: subject – verb 
“Nick sat down.” S-V 
 
Subject-complement: subject – verb – complement 
“The grass was wet.” S-V-SC 
 
The first three have possible passive forms: “The fish were 
watched by Nick”; “The grasshoppers were given some air 
by Nick”; “Hemingway was named Nobel Laureate by the 
Swedish Academy.”  The last two cannot be made passive. 
In passive constructions, the direct object becomes 
subject, and the subject becomes “agent.” 
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NICE: Negation, Interrogation, Code, Emphasis 
 
Declarative sentences can undergo many transformations.  
The basic ones are the “NICE” group:  
 
Negation asserts that the declaration isn’t true.  In 
subject-complement sentences, negation often happens 
with the adverb “not”: “Nick was happy. / Nick was not 
happy.” 
 
Other sentences are negated by using “not” plus an 
operator, a verb with a special syntactic function. The 
most frequent operator in English is “do”: “Nick fishes 
with grasshoppers. / Nick does not fish with 
grasshoppers.”  Modal verbs are also common operators: 
“Nick catches trout. / Nick should not catch trout.” 
 
Interrogation turns a statement into a question.  
Subject-complement sentences usually invert the subject 
and verb: “Nick is happy. / Is Nick happy?”  Other types 
use operators.  “Nick caught trout. / Did Nick catch trout?” 
 
Another kind of interrogation asks for information, not 
just for a yes/no answer.  These questions are introduced 
by specific question words: “Where did Nick catch his 
trout?” “How many trout did Nick catch?” “Who went 
fishing with Nick?” 
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Code helps form a complete sentence where the operator 
stands for an entire implicit predicate:  “Did Nick catch 
trout? / He did.”  “Can Nick catch trout? / He can.” 
 
Emphasis uses operators to make a stronger declaration, 
often in the face of doubt: “Nick does use grasshoppers as 
bait.” “Nick can make good coffee.” 
 
 
Inflection: accidence (declension & conjugation); 
inflectional phonology; regular and irregular forms 
 
“Cat,” “dog,” and “mouse” all form regular plural and 
possessive forms by adding “s” in the written language. 
Phonologically, the “s” morpheme is sounded differently in 
each word.  A set of noun inflections is called a declension. 
 
Standard English presents quite a few irregular plurals, 
often in common words (“mice,” “teeth,” “children”). 
Dialects and older historical varieties present more.  New 
words take regular plurals. 
 
Regular English verbs, including new verbs, are “weak” 
and inflect by the pattern bare / third-singular / past / -ed 
participle / -ing participle: “google, googles, googled, 
googled, googling.”  Many common English verbs are 
“strong” (“sing, sings, sang, sung, singing”) and some of 
the most common (“be,” “do,” “go”) are the most irregular. 
A set of inflections of a given verb is called a conjugation. 
Systems of inflections are called accidence. 
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Noun phrases 
 
Noun phrases (NP) follow the rule  
determiner – premodifier – head – postmodifier 
“a small can of apricots” 
All but the head are optional; mix and match.  All elements 
can become quite elaborate. 
 
Determiners are typically simple (“a, the”); 
demonstratives (“this, that”); or possessives (“my, our”); 
other types occur. 
 
Premodifiers are typically adjectives (“small”) and 
adjective phrases (AdjP); nouns and NPs; -ing or -ed 
participles; or numerals; other types occur. 
 
Nouns are very common premodifiers.  You can tell nouns 
from adjectives in this position by asking if they inflect for 
comparative and superlative.  “A small can” can become a 
smaller or smallest can.  “A grass stem” cannot become a 
grasser or grassest stem.   
 
Heads are typically nouns (“can, stem”) or NPs (“lodging 
house,” “pine chip”).  NPs can nest within other NPs and 
become quite elaborate.  In “fresh pine chip,” “chip” is the 
head noun of the NP “pine chip,” premodified by the noun 
“pine”; “pine chip” in turn is the head of the NP “fresh pine 
chip,” premodified by the adjective “fresh.”  In 
“grasshopper lodging house,” “house” is the head noun of 
the NP “lodging house,” premodified by the –ing participle 
“lodging”; “lodging house” in turn is the head of the NP 
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“grasshopper lodging house,” premodified by the noun 
“grasshopper.” 
 
Postmodifiers are typically prepositional phrases (PP) 
or relative clauses of various types: 
“the neck of the bottle” (PP); “a fly which has no weight” 
(relative clause).  Other types occur. 
 
 
Nominals 
 
The most basic nominal is a N or NP serving as subject, 
object, or complement in a sentence.   
 
The most common alternative is a participial or infinitive 
clause that plays the same role as a N or NP might 
(subject, object, complement).   
 
“Fishing all day made Nick hungry.” 
“Nick loved fishing for trout.” 
 “The first thing that Nick had to do was to bait the hook.” 
 
(These are made-up, because Hemingway doesn’t use 
complex nominals much in “Big Two-Hearted River.”) 
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Verb phrases; modals; auxiliaries 
 
Verb phrases (VP) can consist of just a main verb, but also 
by a verb preceded by up to four modals or auxiliaries.  
Modals and auxiliaries are optional, and can be combined 
(in Standard English) as long as the following rule is met: 
 
modal – perfect – progressive – passive – main 
 
Only the first verb form in a phrase is inflected for tense.  
English really has only two verb tenses: present and past.  
The simple present doesn’t even really mean what’s simply 
happening in the present: you can say “I eat lunch” at 
dinnertime, if you’re talking about where you habitually 
eat lunch.  Present action is usually conveyed by the 
progressive aspect: “I’m eating lunch.”  Past is easy (“I ate 
lunch”) and something past, relative to the past, is 
conveyed by perfect aspect (“I had eaten lunch”).  Future, 
in English, has to be conveyed indirectly, not by a specific 
verb form.  The auxiliary “go” can be used (“I am going to 
eat lunch”).  Often the future is conveyed adverbially (“I’m 
eating lunch at the club on Friday”). 
 
The main verb carries the lexical meaning of the VP; the 
preceding verbs situate that meaning in opinion, time, 
duration, and direction of action.  The four simplest types 
of elaborated VP are illustrated by these made-up 
examples: 
 
Nick must catch fish. (modal + bare) 
Nick had caught fish. (perfect auxiliary + -ed participle) 
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Nick is catching fish (progressive auxiliary + -ing 
participle) 
The fish were caught by Nick. (passive auxiliary + -ed 
participle). 
 
But this can get complicated fast, even in fairly ordinary 
sentences: 
 
Nick should have been catching fish by now.  
(modal + perfect auxiliary + progressive auxiliary + -ing 
participle) 
 
Adverbs can appear in VPs, but their placement is flexible. 
 
Some verbs are phrasal: the verb itself consists of more 
than one word.   
 
“Nick took off his shoes.” 
 
Phrasal verbs can surround an object, so Hemingway 
could also have written: 
 
“Nick took his shoes off.” 
 
A phrasal verb is called “prepositional” when you can’t 
move the second element around the object: 
 
“Nick looked at the burned-over stretch of hillside.” 
But * “Nick looked the burned-over stretch of hillside at.”
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Adjective phrases, adjective order, semantics of 
adjectives 
 
Adjective phrases (AdjP) follow the rule 
premodifier - adjective – postmodifier 
The modifiers are optional.  Premodifiers are usually 
adverbs.  Postmodifiers can be prepositional phrases or 
various kinds of clause (as in NPs). 
 
“The fish were very hard to see.” 
Here, the AdjP “very hard to see” is used as subject 
complement.  “Very” is a premodifying adverb; “hard” is 
the head adjective; the infinitive “to see” is a postmodifer. 
 
It is said that adjectives, when stacked as premodifiers in 
NPs, always follow an extremely complicated order rule, in 
Standard English:  
 
opinion – size – age – shape – color - origin – material – 
purpose 
 
This may not be absolute, but it can seem intuitive to 
native speakers.  Could the adjectives be transposed in the 
following NP? 
 
“A useless long old cylindrical brown Canadian willow 
fishing pole”  
 
(Tim Dowling, “Order Force,” The Guardian 13 Sept. 2016) 
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Adjectives are also complicated semantically (in terms of 
meaning).  Take this classic example.  What does 
“beautiful” mean? 
“Olga is a beautiful dancer.” 
 
Some adjectives appear to erase their own nouns: 
“Olga has a fake injury.” 
 
Some seem to change meaning if they change their place in 
the NP order: 
“A dead dangerous animal” does not equal 
“A dangerous dead animal” 
 
Others seem more adverbial than adjectival, and are hard 
to use as complements: 
“Olga suffers the occasional injury” 
does not mean that 
“Olga’s current injury is occasional.” 
 
One factor is that some adjectives can only be premodifiers 
(“attributive”), while others can also be complements 
(“predicative”). 
“Olga is a Ukrainian dancer” usually entails that 
“Olga is Ukrainian”; but  
“Olga is the main dancer” cannot entail that 
“Olga is main.” 
 
 
(Marcin Morzycki, “The Lexical Semantics of Adjectives,” Michigan State University, 
2014) 
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Prepositional phrases 
 
Prepositional phrases (PP) consist of a preposition 
followed by a complement.  The complement is usually a 
NP, but can be a clause. PPs serve mostly as postmodifiers 
in NPs, or as adverbials. 
 
“the pocket of his khaki shirt”: “of his khaki shirt” (P + NP) 
postmodifies “pocket.” 
 
“Nick wanted the pegs solid to hold in the ground”: “in the 
ground” (P + NP) is adverbial, specifying where the pegs 
will hold. 
 
Prepositional phrases can nest, just as NPs can. 
 
“Nick poked a pole under the back peak of the canvas”: 
“under the back peak of the canvas” is a PP, with 
preposition “under” and NP complement “the back peak of 
the canvas.” Within that NP, “of the canvas” is a PP (P + 
NP) postmodifying “peak.” 
 
Adverb phrases  
 
Adverb phrases are analogous to adjective phrases, with 
premodifiers and postmodifiers possible.  
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Analysis; Diagrams 
 
We do two kinds of analysis in this course: verbal parsing 
and diagrams.  Linguists don’t use diagrams much, but 
teachers of English often do.  Diagrams are useful visual 
shorthand for the understanding displayed in verbal 
parsing.  (“Parsing” just means explaining a syntactic 
structure.) 
 
Take this sentence: “She swims very well.”  A verbal 
parsing would go ‘Intransitive sentence, S-V. The S is a 
NP, the single pronoun “she.”  The V is the VP “swims very 
well.”  The verb is “swims,” postmodified by the AdvP 
“very well.”  The AdvP consists of the adverb “well” 
premodified by the degree adverb “well”.’ 
 
In the 1870s, Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kellogg 
introduced a system of diagramming that uses horizontal 
and diagonal lines to group syntactic elements.   
 
 

 
 
Source: blog Literal-Minded  
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The Reed-Kellogg system, still used in some schools, has 
the advantage of isolating the core of a sentence, but the 
disadvantages of wresting the sentence out of its original 
word order, and using arcane and non-intuitive rules 
about lines and angles. 
 
We will instead use tree diagrams that keep the phrase or 
sentence in its original order, identify sentence functions 
below the text, and work from the top down to identify and 
group constituents. 
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Coordination 
 
The coordinating conjunctions (typically “and, but, or”) 
link words, phrases, or clauses that have equal weight and 
are “independent”: if clauses, they could each stand as 
complete sentences. 
 
“beans and spaghetti” 
“a can of pork and beans and a can of spaghetti” 
“Nick struck and the rod came alive.” 
 
In the second independent clause of a coordinated 
sentence, the subject can be omitted, because it is the same 
as the subject of the first clause: 
 
“Nick got out a bottle of tomato catchup and cut four slices 
of bread.” 
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Subordination 
 
Subordinate clauses are sentence elements reduced to 
“dependent” structures: they can’t be parsed as complete 
sentences.   
 
Subordinate clauses function as modifiers, adverbials, and 
nominals. 
 
“He watched the black hopper that was nibbling at the 
wool of his sock.” (postmodifies “hopper”) 
“As Nick watched, a mink crossed the river.” (adverbial to 
the entire main clause) 
“He could not remember which way he made coffee.” 
(direct object of the main clause) 
 
In each case, the subordinate clause can be thought of as a 
separate sentence nested inside a large sentence: 
 
“A black hopper nibbled at the wool of his sock.” 
“Nick watched.” 
“He made coffee this way.” 
 
Such nesting is called “recursion.”  Literary sentences in 
English (though not Hemingway’s) can show recursion 
almost without limit.   
 
Subordinate clauses are introduced by subordinating 
conjunctions, wh- words, pronouns, and the “relativizer” 
word “that.”  Sometimes there is no introductory word (the 
“zero relative”):  
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“He picked up the fishing rod he had bought at the store.” 
 
The embedded sentence here is “He had bought a fishing 
rod at the store.”  It postmodifies “fishing rod,” but since 
“fishing rod” is object of the relative clause, not subject, 
“that” can be omitted. 
 
Subordinate clauses can be finite, with bare or third-
person-singular verbs.  They can also employ –ing or –ed 
participles, or infinitives (to + bare verb). 
 
“Nick sat on the rock that overlooked the river.” 
“Nick sat on the rock overlooking the river.” 
“Nick sat on the rock shaded by the willow.” 
“Nick found the best rock to sit on.” 
 
Note that in the first (finite) example, “that” is the subject 
of the embedded sentence “The rock overlooked the river,” 
so “that” cannot be omitted. 
 
Postmodifying relative clauses can be restrictive or non-
restrictive.  Restrictive clauses specify; non-restrictive 
clauses are parenthetical, “by-the-way.” 
 
“Nick always thought about the fish that got away.” 
(restrictive; that particular fish) 
“The fish, which measured eleven inches, got away from 
Nick.” (non-restrictive; the size is incidental to the 
sentence) 
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Ambiguity 
 
Some sentences can have double meanings depending on 
how they’re parsed.   
 
“She hit the burglar with her umbrella.” 
 
In one parsing, “with her umbrella” is adverbial.  She hits 
the burglar, and the way she hits him is by using her 
umbrella. 
 
In another parsing, “with her umbrella” postmodifies 
“burglar.”  Maybe there are several burglars.  One has 
gotten her toaster-oven and another has gotten her soda-
water dispenser; a third has gotten her umbrella.  She hits 
the third one.  We don’t know how. 
 
Many examples of ambiguity are silly and truly academic.  
But subtler kinds of ambiguity become crucial in legal and 
technical writing. 
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